Relaxation Exercise

Guided Imagery: Meadow and Stream
You can have someone record this script for you or record it for yourself. Once you have
used it several times, you may be able to call up the steps and feeling without listening to the
actual recording.
First of all, get yourself into a comfortable position. Just settle back into your chair. Close your
eyes and begin deliberate breathing, holding the breath for a few moments and then let it out
slowly feeling relaxation as you do so. And now take in another deep breath ... hold it until you
feel a little tension in your chest and then ... let go ... relax ... allow all the muscles in your body
to become loose, limp, soft like a rag doll, just allow pleasant waves of relaxation to flow through
you, soothing and relaxing each and every part of your body ... including your arms and hands
... your neck and shoulders ... your scalp and all the muscles in your face ... and as you rest there
quietly, breathing freely and evenly, allow the muscles of your chest to become loose and relaxed
... and then your stomach and your back ... both your upper back and lower back ... your hips and
legs ... allow the relaxation to flow through your legs all the way down your feet and ankles ... and
as I continue talking to you, these waves of relaxation can continue to spread throughout your
body ... penetrating deeply to every cell of your body ... but no matter how relaxed you feel right
now, it is possible to become even more deeply relaxed and yet awake and aware of my voice.
Now even though your attention may wander from time to time, simply bring it back to the
images that I am going to describe. Imagine yourself about to open a very large door, and as the
door opens you suddenly find yourself transported to another place, stepping out into a grassy
meadow, a peaceful, quiet meadow. And flowing through the meadow is a small winding stream,
and on each side of the stream are tall shady trees ... picture yourself right now sitting or lying
down along the bank of this stream.
You may want to rest against the trunk of one of the trees ... notice the pale blue sky and the fluffy
white clouds, feel the warmth of the sun with its pleasant rays shining down and sparkling as it
reflects off the flowing water ... it is a beautiful, pleasant, peaceful day, not too warm or too cold ...
the air is fresh and clean and you may even be aware of sounds of birds chirping or the sound of

the water as it flows along the stream ... it is so peaceful here ... so calm and tranquil ...
just look around you ... taking it all in ... enjoy the simple beauty of this place.
And now look more closely at the stream ... notice the clear, cool water as it flows by ... perhaps
wondering where the water comes from and where it goes ... and as you look upstream you begin
to notice what looks like a very large leaf floating on the water, and your eyes observe this leaf as
it is getting closer and closer to the place where you are sitting ... and then, when the leaf is just
in front of you ... you suddenly find yourself projecting and transferring to this leaf all of your
concerns and discomfort. All of your cares and worries are transferred to the leaf, and so as the
leaf continues to float down the stream it carries away all of your discomfort, all of your cares
and worries ... just watch it float along getting farther and farther away from you ... until it finally
disappears completely and you are left feeling even more relaxed, more comfortable, and more at
ease than you have felt for a long time ...
For in this state of deep relaxation all parts of your body are working together harmoniously,
smoothly, and healthily ... a deep sense of well-being fills your mind ... a feeling of healthy energy
and vitality fills your body ... and as you prepare to eventually leave this special place of relaxation,
you can carry back with you many of these pleasant feelings and sensations knowing that as you
practice this exercise and similar exercises, it will become easier to use the powers of your mind
to experience these positive effects ...
And now I will bring you back slowly from this relaxation by counting backwards from 3 to 1.
When I get to 1, you’ll be alert, refreshed, and comfortable. Okay, “3” much more alert;
“2” feeling refreshed and comfortable, and “1” as you open your eyes and return your awareness
to the room you are in.

